
Other Response

jittering since update

Constant disconnects of streaming music

disconnection to lovense

All of the above

music connection

sound server issues

Every time I enter in a room, I see almost half of the avatars below floor or ground until they move their avatars. There is 

problem in profile loading too. Sometimes profile button doesn't work or load very slow.

ALL OF THEM. LITERALLY ALL OF THEM.

DJ music stream instability.  Streams drop a lot since the last update

Provide better (realistic) first person POV for sex poses, sitting, walking, turning head left and right

Avatars is like frozen, for example someone walk and at my screen his/her avatar collidate at the wall and continue walk into 

wall. Person avatar is not to the wall at all and don't walk into that wall. Same with jumps into the water (usually at the yatch), 

dance and so on. When i reload room all is back to normal and i see correct postion of avatar.

Chat buged

Ejaculation penetrates the body.

sometimes get a bug where i am unable to look at user profiles until i reset the game.

Your position in-game is not the same as seen by third parties.

mute radio

I think world chat should be remove. I don't understand why it exist.

Sound Failure-Music

having to press enter key several time to start chat

VR no longer supported

Some poses when your using the lollipop, the arm is going inside the body.

music is stopping

Game takes up to 15 minutes to open after launching, has only happened since the upgrade to 3.0

Radio keeps cutting out when streaming

Music stream cutting out often.

music disappear at rooms smotimes

music in some rooms finish, and you have to use  settings

Often 3DX uses too much PC resource

avatars in sex poses while still clothed.

Overhaul clothing UI, too many old outfits taking up lots of space, can't toggle accessories like tails

la liste des amis connectes est a 0, tous apparaissent dans la liste des deconnectés

The problems with loading music streams especially for those of us who dj from our personal streams.

ignore in profile not working

Radio streams cuts out a lot and OGG/Vorbis streams not always working

Music

Well for starters the move snipping tool isn't functioning properly, Texturing grouped objects is bugged, Many other building 

bugs.

When there is a disconnection and I come back the list of friends is not working I have to relog twice to make it work

Lost of the cursor mouse.

Lovense toys bug! (desync, stopping, disconnect, etc..)

freezing/inability to type text

The Radio disconecting and dropping out

Missing clothes in 3DXChat 3.0 (see comment).

Ignored people that are no longer ignored

all above

even if you select multiple elements to assign texture, it is assigned to only one element. Furthermore, the table with the 

playing cards doesn't work.

many off  hte wane above ,



New issues applying textures/colors in editor

Music lost, extremly annoying

Adding objects to room from websites

Build Issues

no sound or losing sound

I keep losing music.

friends list vanishing after disconnected

The Giant Shoes bug! Female characters in heels becoming ginats because they start to levitate after a while!

chatting

DJ audio streams / Audio cuts off

none

Money - So Many People just play to make gold

PROBLEM WITH SPERM INSIDE WOMEN

Starting the game often makes my PC crash and reboot

radio problem, every half hour two or three times it stops playing, very annoying

Heavy Load on the Graphic card

dressing room too dark

music

Log-in issues

music cuts off and when l'm going to frecos l have to go to settings everyday to hear the music

lovense disconnects

avatars can't hug, first you have to dance

some crash happen since last update

UI-Scaling (2x) results in not being able to use confirmation window on ignoring, or deleting photos in gallery.

request

Sound

FIX THE UI SCALING!!!

clothing duplicates and disapears.

when you jump to other room, lost sound and need refresh multipletimes to get it again

Chat box lagging

My AVI now when i stand near anyone else i don't look at them anymore but for me they look at me, and viceverse, for them 

it appears to them that i am looking at them while for me i am actually not looking

Dancing stops after cuddle

Problem with the penis which remains erect all the time this is starting to become annoying, it would be good if you solved 

this problem as a priority

Coloring and texturing of united items

Radio/Music stream issues

Men should be able to pole dance

There is also the issue with connection to Lovense

All of them


